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About This Game

Solitaire Beach Season is an explosion of fun: vacation, summer, the beach, the sea! The resort of your dreams on tropical
beaches and 120 new and unique solitaire levels – an ideal combination for any solitaire fan!

Your trip to an island of fun begins now! Enjoy classical solitaire improved with a new game mechanic – collect pairs of cards!
A special multiplier increases your reward if you find card pairs quickly. Buy bonuses with your reward: mulligan, shuffle and

joker. Solitaire Beach Season is a sea of fun both for fans of classic patience and fans of solitaire with unusual rules.

Uplifting exotic music and premium-quality graphics in a tropical style will take you away to the resort of your dreams. Want to
rest on the shores of the Caribbean sea? Travel to Hawaii and stay in the best spa hotel? Visit a pristine paradise at Bali? Take a

cruise and swim in the open ocean? This summer, anyone can be where they dream to spend their vacation. With Solitaire
Beach Season, it’s easy!

- Card solitaire game for new players and experts alike
- Unique game mechanics – choosing pairs of cards
- Use different bonuses – mulligan, shuffle, joker

- Collect gold cards to complete levels and unlock new locations
- Collect bonus cards to get more coins and bonuses

- Collect cards fast to make combos and get good rewards
- 12 locations, 120 levels and several difficulty modes

- For daring players, we offer special tasks and over 20 colorful trophies
- Colorful high-quality graphics in a tropical sea style
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- Original themed decks and 9 card backs
- Beautiful music to help you relax and concentrate on the game
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This is my first Solitaire game of this kind. Let's be fair, this game is not amazing. A lot of random layouts. Might get bored
quickly. From other hand this is a good time killer. It suck nearly 40h from my life.. This is my first Solitaire game of this kind.
Let's be fair, this game is not amazing. A lot of random layouts. Might get bored quickly. From other hand this is a good time
killer. It suck nearly 40h from my life.. This game can be addictive! Gameplay is simple enough to understand & suitable for
any age group. Gorgeous card designs & several card backs to choose from. While gameplay is easy to learn, it can take some
skill and luck to master. I feel this game offers something for everyone.. Powers are far too expensive, so it's long to complete
the game, but it's a good match-2 card game.. It's a simple Solitaire game with a Beach setting. Nothing really special. If you like
simple time wasting solitaire games you will probably like this game too. But imho it is a little overpriced.
. I really don't think Solitaire is the right name for this game as it isn't a solitaire game it's a match 2 game. It isn't even very
good as a Match 2 game either as every hand is not winnable to the point where you can end up with exactly 1 card remaining or
2 completely different cards. The entire point of the game seems to be grind replay so more players are playing it making it
seem like a better game than it is. It has the exact same card layouts as their previously released game Solitaire Christmas.
Match 2 Cards the only difference being the card backs and backgrounds all of the level patterns are exactly the same and it
clearly has the same flaws and game programming. You can 100% it in 15 - 20 hours depending on luck. I would only
recommend this if you really like Match 2 games, card games and have something to do while mindlessly playing it even still I
would only get it when it goes on sale for .49 cents which it does frequently.
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It's a simple Solitaire game with a Beach setting. Nothing really special. If you like simple time wasting solitaire games you will
probably like this game too. But imho it is a little overpriced.. its more like matching pairs then solitaire but still fun and not too
brain wrecking LOL. Great "solitaire" card game. Simple concept, draw two cards at a time, any pair can be discarded. There
are a set number of gold cards you want to collect per level. You can proceed without them, but if you're looking to gain all the
achievements you'll strive to collect them all.

You purchase power ups and they are consumable, in that they are one use. They consist of shuffle all cards, mulligan (undo),
and a wild card.

There's an "island vacation" theme, but it's irrelevant. Visuals do the job. Music was adequate but I turned it off and just listened
to my own in the background.

My one complaint is that occasionally I'd click my draw pile instead of the face up card next to it. A bit more space between
these two would have been appreciated.

Besides that one little quibble, this is an excellent time waster. A+. low quality mobile game. I enjoy card games - preferring
"golf" solitaire to this match the pairs - but if you have patience and don't mind playing the same layout over and over and over,
then you will enjoy this game. There does not appear to be any weighting of the deck so card distribution is completely random,
meaning you will lose many more times than you win.

Power ups are limited to three very expensive options so you have to adopt a style of play where you simply replay the level and
hope for a better distribution than to attempt to buy a power up.

The limited selection of music will ending being repetitive as you grind levels. You have to complete 10 levels to a fairly high
"standard" to advance to the next set of 10 layouts. Again, if you don't mind replaying a level several times to get a perfect score
or just to advance to the next set of 10 levels, then there are many levels for you to enjoy.

Catch it on sale though so you can break even on the trading cards if nothing else.

You check out my guide before buying to see the approach, strategies and tips offered to give you a better idea of the gameplay.
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